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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Many of the problems which concern animals breeders are best described in terms of mixed linear models (Henderson, 1974) . Mixed linear models are those in which the data vector is described as a linear function of fixed effects, random effects, and error. Over the last ten years, much research effort has been expended in an attempt to reduce the problem of mixed model estimation and prediction with large sets of data to a readily computable form.
Mixed models are a specific form of the more general Aitken system of equations (Henderson, 1974) . In mixed models, certain random components are regarded as effects to be solved for rather than as part of the error structure. The Aitken equations require inverting the variance-covariance matrix V whose dimensions are equal to the number of observations in the data. Henderson•s formulation of the mixed model avoids this problem by producing a system of equations with dimensions equal to the number of fixed plus random effects in the model.
In animal breeding applications, the technique of absorption is often used to further reduce the size of the system to be solved.
With absorption, information contained in equations for one or more sets of effects is transferred to the remaining equations without ever explicitly solving for the effects being absorbed . In sire evaluation, for instance, herd-year-season equations are often absorbed to yield a system only as large as the number of sires or sires plus genetic groups in the model. This may still result in a matrix too large to invert as national sire evaluations often involve several thousand sires.
A very useful technique to reduce computation costs in large systems is Gauss-Seidel iteration. This procedure avoids inversion of the coefficient matrix by obtaining successive approximations of the solution vector. The approximations are guaranteed to converge to the true solution for all positive definite matrices (Householder, 1964) . Often, further improvements can be made to the Gauss-Seidel algorithm by including a relaxation factor and by adjusting the sire solutions to sum to zero after each iteration.
A rapid method for computing the inverse of a relationship matrix has been developed by Henderson (1975a) which allows for the inclusion of information from relatives with little additional computation cost . These techniques have enabled fairly sophisticated sire evaluation systems to be computed on a regular basis for many different traits. Examples are the Northeast A.I. Sire Comparison (Henderson, 1973) and the NAAB Calving Ease Summary (Freeman and Berger, 1981) .
The most important output produced by these programs is usually the sire solutions which produce sire rankings. Often, however, Recent studies not yet published by Weller et al. (1984) and Wilmink and Dommerholt (1984) have compared estimation of PEV by the reciprocal of the diagonal element in models with and without relationships. Both concluded that this simple estimator performed well in models without relationships but that more sophisticated functions were needed for models with relationships included.
Additionally, Weller attempted to estimate PEV in a multiple-trait model but had little success. In their conclusions, both Weller and Ufford stressed that estimation procedures developed in this manner lacked the generality to be applied to other models or even to other data sets.
Probably the most sophisticated formula used to report accuracy, called repeatability, is that used by USDA in the Modified Contemporary
Comparison Sire Summaries (Dickinson et al., 1976) . While USDA does not in fact use BLUP, its procedures based on selection index theory yield sire rankings similar to BLUP (Rothschild et al . , 1976) .
Repeatability calculated in this approach is similar to riH which was first used by Hazel (1943) to represent the squared correlation between predictor and predictand in a selection index context.
Repeatability directly enters the formula for Predicted Difference (PO), being the regression factor multiplied by the daughters' difference from contemporaries. As will be seen later, a regression approach similar to repeatability will be used in deriving bound formulae in the mixed model.
Repeatability is a function of weights used to combine information from daughter records into the modified contemporary deviation. An interesting aspect of these calculations is that the repeatability figure is arrived at iteratively, meaning that the repeatability of one bull is a function of the repeatabilities of bulls he is compared to (Norman, 1976) . This leads one to speculate that an approach similar to Gauss-Seidel iteration might be used to obtain accuracy figures in mixed models without going through the process of large matrix inversion. Henderson (1980) stated that with regard to variance component estimation, "it is clear that animal breeders need a method for mixed models with large numbers of levels that is computationally feasible," but which still retains desirable properties. The ability to obtain bounds on diagonal elements of inverses without inversion would present a first step toward such a method .
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The model
Many of the models used by animal breeders and in fact all models that conform to the definition of mixed linear models may be represented by the equation
with definitions: y-vector of observations, X-coefficient matrix of fixed effects, b-vector of unknown fixed effects, Z-coefficient matrix of random effects, u -vector of unknown random effects, e-random residual.
The specific form of the model is determined by the effects which enter the coefficient matrices X and Z and by the assumed nature of the variance structure. The expectations of random variables assumed below are almost universally used but the variance assumed is of a particular form. The variance of u is a scalar times the identity matrix, the variance of e is a general matrix R, and no covariance is assumed between u and e .
Em
The identity variance structure for u must be assumed to simplify the development of bounds. More complicated bound formulae arise when non-diagonal variances are allowed, such as when the animals to be evaluated are related. Using the variances and expectations specified, the mixed model equations for this model are in [la] .
The variance of e is often of the form lo 2 instead of R. The From results by Henderson (1975b) , PEV and riH may be shown to be functions of diagonal elements of the inverse of the coefficient matrix of [2] . If t is a diagonal element of the inverse, PEV and riH are equal tot o~ and 1-tk, respectively (proof is given later).
Simple bounds on t may be established using partitioned matrices and positive definite or positive semi-definite quadratic forms. The basic strategy is to find formulae for diagonal elements of the inverse which involve quadratic forms of positive definite submatrices.
Diagonal submatrices known to give either larger or smaller quadratic forms are then substituted for the actual submatrices to yield upper and lower bound formulae .
Throughout this manuscript comparisons will be made among variance matrices, and one matrix may be stated to be larger or smaller than another. The precise meaning is that any scalar quadratic form in A (scalar refers to A being pre-and post-multiplied by some vector, not some matrix) will be larger (or smaller) than any equivalent quadratic form in B. This reduces to the definition that if A minus B is positive definite or semi-definite, then A is said to be larger than
B. If then and
Therefore,
for all x, A-B is positive semi-definite, and A is "larger" than B, or A > B.
Three related properties worth remembering are: 1) for any positive definite matrix P, the matrix P-1 is also positive definite,
2) if A is larger than B as defined above, then any submatrix along the diagonal of A will be larger than the corresponding submatrix along the diagonal of B, and 3) if both A and B are positive definite and A is larger than B, then B-1 will be larger than A-
•
Proof of the first relationship is that if then and
w'"P-lw > 0 for all w f 0, where w = Px.
Therefore, P-1 is positive definite.
Proof of the second relationship is slightly more difficult.
Suppose that AR is the submatrix of A remaining when the first row and column of A are excluded, and that BR is the equivalent submatrix of B. Also suppose that A is larger than B so that This inequality holds for all xR. Multiplying out this inequality simplifies to for all xR.
Extensions of this logic can be used to prove that any submatrix along the diagonal of A will be larger than the corresponding submatrix along the diagonal of B. Proof of the third relationship is more difficult and is given by Graybill (1983, p. 409 ).
The following partitioned matrix relationships are also essential for the development of bound formulae . Any square matrix P may be partitioned into the segments shown in [3] , where P11 and P 2 2 are both also square . The inverse of P~ if it exists, may be partitioned into these same segments and is represented in [4] .
[3]
For a positive definite P, the matrix P-1 is guaranteed to exist
as well as both P11 and P22 . For matrices in which P, P 1 1, and P22 are all invertible, the following two reJationships are provided in many matrix algebra or statistics texts, for instance Hohn (1973, p. 78).
[Sa]
[Sb]
Relationships [Sa] and [Sb] become scalar relationships when P is partitioned such that the first row and column are separated from the remainder of the matrix. This partitioning can be applied to the coefficient matrix in [2] to yield the partitioned matrix [6] and also the similarly partitioned form of its inverse [7] . The matrix ZRZR + Ik is diagonal with the number of progeny of a sire plus k as its diagonal elements.
This makes it easy to obtain and to invert no matter what its size.
Proof that (ZRZR + Ik)-1 is smaller than the two matrices in the exact expressions is as follows, with the understanding that either Z or ZR can be used in the following expressions with equal validity.
The matrix X(x~x)-x~ is symmetric idempotent for any choice of the generalized inverse (x~x)- (Kempthorne, 1983, p. 148 ) and all symmetric idempotent matrices are positive definite or positive semi-definite (Graybill, 1983, p. 419) . Thus, the quadratic in X(X~x)-x~ would be either positive or zero for any choice of w and therefore z~z + Ik must be larger than z~Mz + Ik. The last step of the proof is the previously mentioned theorem that if A is larger than B, then B-1 is larger than A- 
For ease of expression in some future developments, the notation can be rewritten with this substitution.
[lOd]
An intuitive argument as to why (z~z + Ik)-1 should be smaller than (Z~Mz + Ik)-1 is as follows. If the vector of fixed effects b was known a priori instead of estimated from the data, Xb could be subtracted from y to yield equations for u given by
Prediction error variance for u obtained in this manner would be The close relationships between selection index theory, least squares, and BLUP such as described by Henderson (1963 Henderson ( , 1978 [14]
The formula above fort* is very similar to that for t in [8] .
A direct relationship between t and t* can be established using [8] and [14] .
Next multiply both the numerator and denominator by
and t*/(1 + t*k) = t.
The derivative of t with respect to t* is given by ~~* = 1/(1 + t*k) This happens to be a boundary point for d~d. Given that the functions coincide at a boundary point, a function with consistently higher first derivative will always lie above the others barring any discontinuities in the functions compared. Partial derivatives of the three bound functions with respect to d~d are in [18] [19] [20] . . 06667
[lOc]
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Figure 2. Behavior of lower bounds for t 1 1 0=20, k=lO, d~Wd . ranges from 0 to 0 2 /(0 + k).
Bounds for accuracy and prediction error variance
So far only bounds on t and not on PEV or accuracy have been developed. Bounds on PEV follow directly from those on t as PEV is simply ta~ (Henderson, 1975b) . Bounds on riH are only slightly more difficult to produce but will be listed for ease of reference.
Accuracy is the proportion of genetic variance explained by the predictor and is the following function of t. 
Example of bound computations
[25a]
[25b]
[25c]
A small numerical example of bound computations will be used to demonstrate the technique and also to point out an interesting property of one of the bounds. The example data set will have three progeny of each of three sires in just one herd. Absorbing the herd equation produces the coefficient matrix below.
Using a value of 3 for k, the matrix Z"Z + Ik would be comprised Bounds for tare produced with the relationships t ~ 1/(D + k), .0556
.2222
It is interesting that these actual values for t are identical to those produced by the upper bound formula for t. Whenever data are balanced, as in this example, [17] produces exact values of t. This can be proven algebraically using formulae presented by Graybill (1983, p. 190) In unbalanced data, the true value of t drifts away from the upper bound formula in the direction of the lower bounds. In terms of the graph in Figure 1 , all values oft would lie directly on curve [17] for data which was balanced or in balanced subsets. To appear realistically large and yet to avoid excessive computation costs, the generated data set included 100 sires with a total of 12,630 daughters distributed across 400 herds. Data from the same 100 sires were used for the three k values. The number of daughters of any particular sire in any particular herd was generated as an approximate Poisson random variable. This insured that sires were used randomly with respect to each other and with respect to herds. Sires were intentionally given different numbers of daughters to provide for a wide range of accuracies. Maximum was 507 daughters in 151
herds; minimum was 6 daughters in 6 herds.
Results of the simulation were very encouraging. Accuracies for most sires were enclosed by bounds plus or minus about one percent of the true value of accuracy when a value of 15 was used for k.
Maximum and minimum distances between bounds for accuracy of a sire were .0178 and .0023, respectively, fork= 15. With k = 7, accuracies were larger and bounds wider, while k = 79 produced smaller accuracies with tighter bounds. These tighter bounds with larger values of k are explained by the increased size of diagonal relative to off-diagonal elements.
Examples of bounds along with true values of accuracy for a sample of sires using the three different k are in and for values of k ranging from 7 to 79. Differences between the bounds as a percentage of true accuracy were nearly the same for all sires compared. These results are encouraging, but should not be overly surprising because one of the bounds (the reciprocal of the diagonal element) is already widely used and is known to be a good approximation, though it was not previously known to be a bound. The data set generated seems sufficiently similar to actual sire evaluation data to indicate that the method of bounds would perform well in a real data set of this size. The bounds, however, were not developed to be used in evaluations of only 100 sires, where direct inversion is possible. It is in the largest evaluations that the bounds would give greatest computational advantage. But will the bounds stay as tight as sire numbers increase? Fortunately, they may be even tighter in larger systems. The larger the number of other sires that a particular sire has data ties to, the smaller is d~d compared to D, and the bounds converge.
One reservation about drawing inferences from these results to real data situations is that the simulation considered only a simple mixed model with one random effect, no interaction, identity variance structures for u and e, and all fixed effects absorbed. These restrictions were required because the proofs and methodology necessary to obtain bounds for more complex models were not developed in this however, is much too broad to be adequately treated in this manuscript.
Preliminary results indicate that the approach using bounds does well in a simple model and in fact was superior to Henderson's Simple Method in the data set considered.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Diagonal elements of inverses of large coefficient matrices are often required by animal breeders to report accuracies, to report prediction error variances, and to estimate variance components by methods such as MIVQUE or REML. Computing such inverses is often either impossible or prohibitively expensive for very large data sets.
For models without relationships, bounds on diagonal elements of an inverse may be computed using simple functions of elements of the original coefficient matrix. Bounds are proven using partitioned 1 matrix relationships and positive definite quadratic forms.
A total of seven different bounds were developed using three different strategies which involved two well-known partitioned matrix relationships. Three lower bounds were developed utilizing the sum of squares of off-diagonal elements weighted by numbers of progeny of the off-diagonal sire plus k. Another lower bound was simply the reciprocal of the original diagonal element. Three different upper bounds were also established, all involving the original diagonal element and the sum of squares of off-diagonal elements.
Of the three upper bound formulae, one was proven to be superior to the other two for all sires, for all data sets, and for all choices of k. One of the four lower bounds was also declared to be universally superior to the others, though not all of the lower bounds were equally easy to compute. All of these bounds, however, are computationally far simpler than inversion. were already tight enough to be considered very useful in a data set having only 100 sires and 400 herds.
The bounds presented in this manuscript may prove to be a very effective and efficient approximation procedure for animal breeders working with large sets of mixed model equations. A severe limitation of the results presented are that they pertain only to the fairly simplistic model assumed. Extensions of the procedure of bounds might be made to models with more than one random effect, models with non-diagonal variance structures for u such as when relationships are included, multi-trait models with covariance components, and models with some fixed effects not absorbed, such as with genetic groups. It is hoped that extensions of the procedure of bounds to other models will lead to formulae as easy to compute and as useful as those seen here.
